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A Grand Effort on Reds 4 VEDS Day! 

A big thank you to everybody for your fantastic support last Friday, when the 

school raised £620 through our Reds 4  VEDS  Day activities. Lloyds have 

generously agreed to match fund up to £500, so the grand total of £1,120 

will go to Annabelle’s Challenge, who run the International REDS4VEDS    

campaign. More and more of their focus is going into funding research which 

is really exciting as we start to learn more about how to manage this rare    

condition.  

 

Our whole community came together to support the day, with classrooms    

being decorated in red,  a fabulous red-themed cake sale for each individual 

class, our Really Red Raffle and, of course, our special Reds 4 VEDS Obstacle 

Course. The wind and rain proved a challenge but the children didn’t allow the 

weather to dampen their spirits as they found their way through the Red 

Taped Trails and the Magnificent Maze, before going onto the Hurry-Me-

Hopskotch, Red Jump circles, Tyre Trail and Balloon Bop (although only Mr 

Oswin managed to reach the highest balloon!)  

 

Our children, dressed impressively in red, clearly enjoyed our day of red-

themed fun and we’d like to thank Hugo and his family for helping us to raise 

our awareness of Vascular Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome and enjoy a really special 

day. We have included a gallery of photographs that capture some of the fun 

that we had last Friday on Page 2 of this newsletter. 
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Reds 4 VEDS Photo Gallery 
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Oh we do like to be beside the Lea-Side! 

Our Year 3 pupils enjoyed an investigative day on the River Lea at Wheathampstead earlier this month,       

carrying out a river study as part of their current geography topic. The children were divided into six groups, 

with each group having the opportunity to explore the river through a ‘kick study’ and collaborate to measure 

the width and depth of the river (at metre intervals) over a ten metre stretch. The children also took             

photographs to support their art unit on ‘painting from nature.’ They will be using their photographs as the 

stimulus for some watercolour paintings after half-term. Each group were successful with their kick study, 

identifying a variety of creatures from the river bed.  

We would like to thank Mrs Lewis and Mrs Ahmed for making this trip possible, along with the wonderful team 

of Mrs McVeigh and two of our volunteer helpers; Mrs Waljker and Mrs Coates. Despite a brief downpour just 

after lunch, the class enjoyed the chance to carry out their studies and worked superbly with their kick-study 

partners and their river study groups. 

  

Football Boots and Roller Skate appeal!! 

With the return to after school football club and competitive sports fixtures, 

we’d like to set up a system where we ask parents to donate any old football 

boots that their children have grown out of.  We’re conscious of how expen-

sive boots can be for children who grow rapidly and all too soon grow out of 

their boots. If any children have old boots then please send them our way 

and we’ll give them a clean and hopefully we’ll be able to offer boots to some 

of our children in the future. 

We are also working hard on our props for the Lion King and thank parents 

for donations of cardboard, newspaper and milk bottles (we now have plenty 

of these). We are, however, looking for an old pair of roller skates (or possibly 

a skateboard). If anyone has old skates or skateboard we’d be extremely 

grateful if you could send them our way! 
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Year 4 Bracelet Drawings – People in Motion. 

Our Year 4 class have produced a series of superb ‘bracelet drawings’ as part of their current art unit 

on ‘People in Motion.  Bracelet drawings are quick sketches that capture composition and proportion, 

and the class used sports pictures as their starting point. Here are a few examples of the excellent 

sketches that the children made: 
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Grow! Grow ! Grow! 

There’s been plenty of growing  this term, from reception through to Year 2. The reception class are 

currently monitoring the growth of their grass heads, our Year 1 class had great success  with their 

beans, and Year 2 have recently planted sunflower seeds. Here are a few pictures of thriving beans 

and grass heads. I’m sure the sunflowers will grow and bloom as we continue to water and tend to 

them beyond the half term break. 
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Schools’ Return to Competitive Sports 

Over the past few weeks it has been great to see the return of inter-school sports fixtures. Year 4, 5 and 

6 have all been involved in friendly football matches against Wheatfields and Garden Fields, and our 

school ‘A’ team participated in the St Albans Schools’ Return to Football Festival last Saturday. The team 

played matches against Aboyne Lodge, St John Fisher, St Peters and Garden Fields, with highlights in-

cluding Samuel’s superb header from Archie’s corner against Aboyne Lodge and Archie’s cheeky back-

heel attempt against Garden Fields. 

The girls’ team looked particularly strong in their friendly against Garden Fields, winning by three goals to 

one thanks to strikes from Isla, Lilia and Tilly. The girls will have the opportunity to represent the school 

in the Annual Girls 6-a-side tournament later this year. Last year’s tournament was cancelled due to 

Covid-19 but this year’s tournament is set to go ahead on  Saturday 3rd July. 

Local Potter inspires our Pottery Club 

Local potter, Kathy Osmond, visited our Pottery 

Club earlier this month and inspired our Year 6 

children by sharing  several examples of her own 

work. Her work included some bisque castings 

and many pieces inspired by nature. The group 

were shown some fantastic pieces that had been 

made by  joining two pinch pots, and some deli-

cate pieces using porcelain casting slips. 
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Thank You to our Year 8 Book Buddies! 

 

Our reception class have been thrilled to receive some outstanding      

story books that have been especially made for them by Year 8 pupils at 

Beaumont School. The quality is amazing and their book buddies have 

clearly taken so much time and effort in creating their lovely stories. 

Many of the illustrations are incredibly professional and the Beaumont 

students have given great consideration to the personal interests of our 

reception children, with stories based on a wide range of themes from 

magical unicorns to racing cars and mischievous pets! A big thank you 
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Congratulations to James 

A massive congratulations to James (Year 2) on winning 

the Under 8 Langley HIT French Open tennis tournament 

last weekend. James competed against the top players 

of his age range in Hertfordshire. James won all three 

matches in his box and so went through to the semi-final 

which he won 10-5. The final was extremely close but 

James just nailed it winning 10-9! We're all very proud of 

him and delighted with his fantastic achievement. 

Matty’s Dad Rocks! 

 

Thank you very to Matty's dad who 

came into Year 3's music lesson to join 

Matty in performing a recorder and    

guitar duet that they had been          

practising at home.  Matty's dad then 

showed us how his electric guitar works 

and played us some blues and rock    

music.  We really enjoyed both of their 

performances!  Well done Matty, and a 

big thank you to dad! 

 

E3 News 

A group of our Year 6 pupils are launching a new digital newspaper, the 

E3 News.  Elliot  Ava, William, Alex  and Oliver are putting together their 

own newspaper that will offer news reports, interviews, pictures and 

videos of events and some fantastic Skyswood feature  stories. 

If you would like to sign up to have copies sent to you please use  the 

sign up link  https://e3news.tiny.us/signup   or you could e mail 

21wongkempe@skyswood.org . 

 

https://e3news.tiny.us/signup

